
Bibliometrics has a problem. In fact, the 
field — which tracks scholarly impact 
in everything from journal papers to 

citations, data sets and tweets — has a lot of 
problems. Its indicators need better interpre-
tation, its tools are widely misused, its rele-
vance is often questioned and its analyses lack 
timeliness. The expert contributors to Beyond 
Bibliometrics, edited by information scientists 
Blaise Cronin and Cassidy Sugimoto, rehearse 
the field’s history and the theory behind those 
problems; critique both good and bad prac-
tices; and set out ideas about new indicators, 
including those from innovative ‘altmetric’ 
data sources. The result is a milestone for the 
field and a reference for practitioners. But the 
book misses a trick. It will not reach the non-
experts — such as reviewers, hiring commit-
tees and grant panels — who use and often 
misuse bibliometrics to make decisions.

Bibliometrics developed during the 
post-1945 boom in research, expansion of 
publishing and development of structured 
electronic databases. It hit the research 
market 50 years ago, with Eugene Garfield’s 
Science Citation Index, which was launched 
in 1964 and within years had been adopted 
by the US National Science Foundation. But 
it was in Europe, particularly in the Nether-
lands and Hungary in the 1980s, that citation 

analysis developed into 
research-management 
information. From the 
mid-1990s, on the 
back of analyses of UK 
research-assessment 
processes, bibliomet-
rics began to enter 
policy-making as a way 
to benchmark institu-
tions and researchers. 
Its commercial poten-
tial led Elsevier to 
create the Scopus bibli-
ographic database, and 
the fundamental value 
of citation networks for 
search and discovery 
made Google Scholar 
a favourite with many researchers.  

Bibliometrics has had many intriguing 
outcomes — for instance, it has revealed the 
speed of China’s growth and the real distribu-
tion of scientific wealth between and within 
nations. It helped to put research policy and 
management on an evidence-based foot-
ing that could challenge the assumptions 
and prejudices of established scientists: 
most countries turn out to have a smaller 
core of excellence than many believed, and 

small, agile institutions have been shown 
to be excellent at research, alongside older, 
larger centres. Rooted in the basic needs of 
the researcher to find the literature most 
pertinent to their work, this history is nicely 
reviewed by Nicola de Bellis, who reminds 
us that, for example, it is bibliometric theory 
— partly from Garfield and explicitly from 
Francis Narin and Gabriel Pinski — that led 
to Google’s key PageRank algorithm. 

Because of that historical depth of analysis, 
the book’s handling of methods and tools 
goes well beyond mere numbers. For exam-
ple, Jevin West and Daril Vilhena discuss 
research-network conceptualizations such as 
eigenvectors, which show how fields depend 
on one another. Loet Leydesdorff ’s compre-
hensive visualization of the relatedness of 
research disciplines reveals that variations 
in levels of success may depend on inter-
disciplinary differences in team and institu-
tional structure. Michael Kurtz and Edwin 
Henneken provide a detailed analysis of the 
‘recommender systems’ that astrophysicists 
use to find key literature.

One big set of problems in the field relates 
to careless use. The h-index, which captures 
the distribution of a scientist’s citations, is 
innately flawed because it is not responsive 
to field or career stage, but its simplicity may 
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Citation patterns chart, from left to right, the emergence of neuroscience as a discipline distinct from cell and molecular biology and neurology. 
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have led to a plethora of derivative indices. 
Impact factors tell us about journals, not 
individual publications, but research man-
agers use them to pick staff. Engineers pub-
lish conference proceedings, but submit only 
journal papers for assessment. Mathemati-
cians publish infrequently and cite deep 
into the past; molecular biologists, quite the 
opposite. Economists and particle physicists 
have utterly different norms of authorship 
assignment. Few users of bibliometrics 
appreciate the implications of these nuances, 
yet many think they can read the numbers, 
or persuade others to read them their way. 

Bibliometrics now underpins research 
policy and management and is an estab-
lished part of programme evaluation for the 
European Commission and national agen-
cies including the UK Research Councils. 
But Cronin and Sugimoto urge caution: even 
after decades of use, do we really understand 
what citation data are and what we do with 
them? Do those who use bibliometrics have 
clear criteria for how they employ and inter-
pret them? If a tool that influences so much 
research is used carelessly, these arguments 
need to be accessible to a wide audience. 

A second set of problems arises from limi-
tations in use. Julia Lane, Mark Largent and 
Rebecca Rosen remind us that political pay-
masters and research managers want timely 
indicators so that they can influence what is 
happening rather than reflect on what has 
happened. But citations data pertain to work 
funded years before. So, in its final third, the 
book goes “beyond bibliometrics” to alterna-
tive metrics that may address these issues, 
drawn partly from social media such as Twit-
ter and blogs (discussed by Jason Priem), and 
partly from the business of research, includ-
ing data downloads (Kayvan Kousha, Mike 
Thelwall and Stefanie Haustein) and esteem 
indicators (such as academic genealogy, 
discussed by Sugimoto). Whereas citation 
analysis builds on decades of work, we have 
less than ten years of social media to analyse. 
So there is a tension: if thoughtful commenta-
tors dare not advance answers, instant experts 
rush in to satisfy policy stakeholders. If we do 
produce analyses built on shifting sand, and 
promise too much, then we could undermine 
what might, with care, be very informative.

With caution and care, decisions about 
the future directions, funding and staffing 
of science will be better informed by the 
approaches and developments discussed in 
Beyond Bibliometrics. What we now need 
from this book’s expert group is an acces-
sible working narrative to guide the rest of 
us in our day jobs. ■
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Blue Mind: How Water Makes You Happier, More Connected and 
Better at What You Do 
Wallace J. Nichols LittLe, Brown (2014) 
The nexus of wellbeing and proximity to water — ocean 
shores, lakes, even fountains — holds promise as an area of 
multidisciplinary study, argues marine biologist Wallace Nichols. 
And in his popular mix of biology, neuroscience and ecosystem 
analysis, some findings do compel. The sight of moving water, for 
instance, can subtly boost daydreaming, that neural “drift” in the 
default-mode network that benefits brain function. Barbara Kiser

The Trilobite Book: A Visual Journey 
Riccardo Levi-Setti University of ChiCago Press (2014) 
They may have died out 250 million years ago, but trilobites — a 
group of marine arthropods containing some 20,000 species — have 
a persistent grip on the human imagination. This coffee-table gem 
by physicist and trilobite aficionado Riccardo Levi-Setti marries the 
intertwined story of his global hunt for specimens and trilobites’ 
place in prehistory with 235 superb colour photographs of select 
fossils. Perhaps most astounding is the array found by Arkadiy 
Evdokimov in Russia: their preservation is exquisite, down to the 
rococo flourishes of curving spines and protuberant, complex eyes.  

The Story of Pain: From Prayer to Painkillers 
Joanna Bourke oxford University Press (2014) 
Pain — chronic, searing, triggered by childbirth or unrequited love 
— is a “definition-defying beast”, avers historian Joanna Bourke. In 
her perceptive study covering the past three centuries, she details 
experiences of pain (such as “champagne bubbles and blisters” 
reported by a woman with a phantom limb) and responses to 
others’ suffering. The belief that the poor and indigenous were less 
susceptible to pain, for instance, was still held by many into the 
twentieth century. We can learn to “suffer better”, argues Bourke, by 
recognizing that pain is multifaceted and culturally embedded.  

Zoom: How Everything Moves, From Atoms and Galaxies to 
Blizzards and Bees 
Bob Berman LittLe, Brown (2014)
Science columnist Bob Berman approximates the impossible — 
perpetual motion — in this wit-propelled exploration of movement 
in nature. He bookends his tour with the “mother of all motion”, the 
cosmos, first visiting astrophysicist Daniel Kelson (who discovered the 
fastest-moving known galaxy), and finally contemplating the limitless 
speed of stars in an infinite Universe. In between is a dazzling romp 
through trekking neutrinos, 60-kilometre-an-hour dragonflies, the 
‘kangaroo hops’ of wind-blown sand grains, and more. 

Virtual Unreality: Just Because the Internet Told You, How Do You 
Know It’s True? 
Charles Seife viking (2014) 
Digital information is a “superbug of the mind” with no vaccine, 
notes journalist Charles Seife. Uniquely transmissible, persistent 
and connected, it is both an unprecedented marvel and ideally 
suited to misuse. Seife’s analyses cut deep as he tours the ‘reality’ 
strained through the Internet’s clotted filter — from the instant news 
churned out by online journalism to Wikipedia’s shifting edits, ‘sock 
puppetry’ (fake online identities), plagiarism and viral rumours. A 
cogent, balanced, quietly impassioned call for Internet scepticism.
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